Visit the South Gallery to see the spectacular ongoing exhibition *Infinity of Nations*. Featuring more than 700 masterworks from Indigenous cultures throughout the Americas.

The East and West Galleries feature exhibitions that celebrate both Native history and contemporary culture. *Native New York*, an exhibition in the West Gallery, journeys through city and state to explore the question “What makes New York a Native place?”

The Museum Store offers apparel, art, literature, jewelry, food, and more for all ages. Hot and cold beverages and light fare are available at the Mili Kàpi Café.

In the imagiNATIONS Activity Center, learn which foods first cultivated by Native people we eat today. Discover items in your medicine cabinet derived from Indigenous knowledge of plants. Collaborate with others to survive the winter in the Cropetition game. And more!

The Diker Pavilion for Native Arts and Cultures features rotating exhibitions about the arts and lifeways of the Indigenous peoples of the Americas.